Press Release


(Festland Verlag, Bonn/Germany/01.08.2018) The new edition of the Directory of Public Affairs Europe 2018/19 is a comprehensive reference work available as book and online-database. It comprises EU-institutions in Brussels along with further business associations around the world.

All contacts in the database are updated on a daily basis. Address-management is easy through convenient functions for interactive searches and data-filing. In addition, the premium database-version also offers personalised address-downloads.

The book includes a free access-code to the database (search-only version) for one year. The print-version lists around 29,000 personal contacts in 11,380 organisations in politics, business, society, science and culture. The entries contain the name of the organisation, address, phone-no., fax, email, and web-addresses plus additional figures like members, number of employees, and budget. The EU-section covers all MEPs (including their party memberships), parliamentary committees, parliamentary parties and groups, furthermore directors general and ambassadors. Additional entries include lobbyists, who are listed in the EU transparency register, and representatives of German associations and corporations in Brussels. A particular chapter focuses on international organisations: UN, OECD, and NATO plus additional cross-border cooperation.

New entries were added in the following sections: European Union (MEP’s, EU special committees), environment and coastal protection, media/journalism, foundations/academies, and cultural management. Furthermore there have been re-structurings and additions in educational and scientific institutions.
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